1. When logging in, please include a first name and initial of your last name.

2. Once you have logged in, please select “Connect to Audio” and select any of the three options under “Audio Connection”.

3. If you select “I Will Call In”, please follow the instructions and enter your Attendee ID.
Ask questions in two ways:

1. **Submit questions through the chat.**

   If the chat box does not automatically appear on the screen’s right panel, hover over the bottom of your screen and click the chat bubble icon, circled in red.

2. **‘Raise your hand’ to ask a question through your audio connection.**

   Once we see your hand raised, we will call on you and unmute your line.

   Please introduce yourself and let us know what organization you are from.

Email njdsrip@pcgus.com with any additional questions.
Warm Up Poll

Which winter activity are you most looking forward to doing this season?

a. Sledding
b. Skiing
c. Snowboarding
d. Tubing
e. Ice Skating
f. Building a snowman
g. Snowball fight
h. Sitting by a fire

Winner!
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Agenda

1. Learning Collaborative 4 Recap
2. DY8 Timeline
3. DY7 Appeals Process Update
Today’s Objectives

By the end of today’s webinar, participants should be able to:

• Reflect on the Learning Collaborative 4
• Understand and share details of the DY8 Timeline
• Know next steps in the appeals process
Learning Collaborative 4 Recap
LC4 Recap

Early Majority
- Service filled a gap/need
- My kids made me do it
- Works for work
- Economical - compared to other options
- Offered more control
- Offered instant gratification

Late Majority
- Not moving to phone
- Hard to reach
- Cost transparency
- Comparison to costs
- Experienced the phone
- Horizontal competitions
- Value added (e.g., social)
- Text & field hospital to them

INNOVATOR
- Fascinated
- Tried first time handshake
- Used Zillow, better way
- Looked out
- Proud
- Valued added, supercoat
- Text & field hospital to them
Claim CME Credit!

For those who attended the In-Person Learning Collaborative on December 4th, don’t forget to claim your CME credit. To receive AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ for this activity, you must have attended the program and complete an attestation form on BUCME.org.

To claim credit, please proceed to [https://www.bucme.org/getcredit](https://www.bucme.org/getcredit), and enter activity code: MLS19379-04.
DY8 Timeline Review
DY8 Timeline Poll #1

True or False: The anticipated release of DY8 attribution rosters is late January 2020.

a. True
b. False
True or False: The anticipated release of DY8 attribution rosters is late January 2020.

a. True
b. False
DY8 Timeline: January 2020

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*

- **D7 Payment:** Hospitals notified of pre-appeal results and 30-day DY7 appeal window opens
- **DY8 Measurement Year Ends**
- **Anticipate distribution of DY8 Attribution Rosters and SRWs/MVTs**
- **DY7 Appeals:** Due from hospitals
- **Anticipate DOH sending DY7 Appeals to CMS for review**

---

**Month and Year:**
- Oct 2019
- Nov 2019
- Dec 2019
- Jan 2020
- Feb 2020
- Mar 2020
- Apr 2020
- May 2020
- Jun 2020
- Jul 2020
- Aug 2020
- Sept 2020
- Oct 2020
- Nov 2020

---

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*
True or False: DY8 SRWs, MVTs, and DY8 Semi-Annual 2 Progress Reports will be due April 30, 2020.

a. True  
b. False
True or False: DY8 SRWs, MVTs, and Progress Reports will be due April 30, 2020.

a. True
b. False
DY8 Timeline: March – April 2020

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*

- **D7 Payment:**
  - Hospitals notified of pre-appeal results and 30-day DY7 appeal window opens

- **DY8 Measurement Year Ends**

- **Anticipate distribution of DY8 Attribution Rosters and SRWs/MVTs**

- **Anticipate DY8 SA2 Progress Reports due from hospitals**

- **DY7 Appeals:**
  - Due from hospitals

- **Anticipate DOH sending DY7 Appeals to CMS for review**

- **Anticipate CMS approval of DY7 appeals**

- **Anticipate DY8 SRWs/MVTs due from hospitals**

*Timeline Diagram*
DY8 Timeline Poll #3

True or False: In DY8 it is anticipated there will be an interim partial payment equal to 70% of earned funds in DY8 +/- DY7 appeals adjustment.

a. True
b. False
True or False: In DY8 it is anticipated there will be an interim partial payment equal to 70% of earned funds in DY8 +/- DY7 appeals adjustment.

a. True
b. False
DY8 Timeline: August 2020

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*

- Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages
- DY8 Interim Partial payment issued (70% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY7 appeals adjustment)
- 30-day DY8 appeal window opens

- **D7 Payment:** Hospitals notified of pre-appeal results and 30-day DY7 appeal window opens
- **DY8 Measurement Year Ends**
- Anticipate distribution of DY8 Attribution Rosters and SRWs/MVTs
- Anticipate DY8 SRWs/MVTs due from hospitals
- Anticipate DY8 SA2 Progress Reports due from hospitals
- **DY8 Program Year Ends**

**Oct 2019**  
**Nov 2019**  
**Dec 2019**  
**Jan 2020**  
**Feb 2020**  
**Mar 2020**  
**Apr 2020**  
**May 2020**  
**June 2020**  
**July 2020**  
**Aug 2020**  
**Sept 2020**  
**Oct 2020**  
**Nov 2020**  

- **DY7 Appeals:** Due from hospitals
- Anticipate DOH sending DY7 Appeals to CMS for review
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY7 appeals
- Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages to CMS

**DY8 Measurement Year Ends**
True or False: The DY8 Final Partial Payment will not include DY8 appeals adjustments.

a. True
b. False
True or False: The DY8 Final Partial Payment will not include DY8 appeals adjustments.

a. True
b. False
**DY8 Timeline: November 2020**

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*

- **D7 Payment:** Hospitals notified of pre-appeal results and 30-day DY7 appeal window opens

- **DY8 Measurement Year Ends**
  - Anticipate distribution of DY8 Attribution Rosters and SRWs/MVTs due from hospitals
  - Anticipate DY8 SA2 Progress Reports due from hospitals

- **DY8 Program Year Ends**
  - Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages; DY8 Interim Partial payment issued (70% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY7 appeals adjustment); 30-day DY8 appeal window opens

- **DY7 Appeals:** Due from hospitals
  - Anticipate DOH sending DY7 Appeals to CMS for review
  - Anticipate CMS approval of DY7 appeals

- **Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages to CMS**
  - Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Appeals
  - Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Appeals to CMS for review

- **Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Appeals due from hospitals**

- **Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Appeals to CMS for review**

- **Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 appeals**
  - DY8 Final Partial payment made (30% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY8 appeals adjustment)
**DY8 Timeline: Overview**

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*

- **D7 Payment:** Hospitals notified of pre-appeal results and 30-day DY7 appeal window opens
- **DY8 Measurement Year Ends**
- Anticipate distribution of DY8 Attribution Rosters and SRWs/MVTs
- Anticipate DY8 SRWs/MVTs due from hospitals
- **DY8 Program Year Ends**
- Anticipate DY8 SA2 Progress Reports due from hospitals
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages; DY8 Interim Partial payment issued (70% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY7 appeals adjustment); 30-day DY8 appeal window opens
- **Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Appeals to CMS for review**
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 appeals; DY8 SA2 progress reports due from hospitals
- Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages to CMS
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages; DY8 Final Partial payment issued (30% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY8 appeals adjustment); 30-day DY8 appeal window opens
- Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Appeals to CMS for review

**DY7 Appeals:** Due from hospitals
- Anticipate DOH sending DY7 Appeals to CMS for review
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY7 appeals

**DY8 Measurement Year Ends**
- Anticipate distribution of DY8 Attribution Rosters and SRWs/MVTs
- Anticipate DY8 SRWs/MVTs due from hospitals

**DY8 Program Year Ends**
- Anticipate DY8 SA2 Progress Reports due from hospitals

**Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Appeals to CMS for review**
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 appeals; DY8 Final Partial payment issued (30% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY8 appeals adjustment); 30-day DY8 appeal window opens

**Anticipate DOH sending DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages to CMS**
- Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages; DY8 Interim Partial payment issued (70% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY7 appeals adjustment); 30-day DY8 appeal window opens

**Anticipate CMS approval of DY8 Pre-Appeal Payment Packages; DY8 Final Partial payment issued (30% of earned DY8 funds +/- DY8 appeals adjustment); 30-day DY8 appeal window opens**

*Exact Timeline Subject to Change*
DY7 Appeals Update
DY7 Appeals Process – Timeline

• 8 participating hospitals have submitted their appeals to the NJ DSRIP team.

• NJ Department of Health is in process of reviewing the hospitals’ submitted appeals and making a recommendation to either approve or deny each appeal.

• DOH’s appeals recommendations will be submitted to CMS for review and approval by the end of December 2019.

• Hospitals will be notified of appeals decisions once DOH receives approval from CMS and approved DY7 appeal adjustments will be paid as part of the DY8 interim partial payment which is anticipated to be released in August 2020.
Q & A
Ask questions in two ways:

1. **Submit questions through the chat.**

   If the chat box does not automatically appear on the screen’s right panel, hover over the bottom of your screen and click the chat bubble icon, circled in red.

2. **‘Raise your hand’ to ask a question through your audio connection.**

   Once we see your hand raised, we will call on you and unmute your line.

   Please introduce yourself and let us know what organization you are from.

Email njdsrip@pcgus.com with any additional questions.
Evaluation

• Please answer the following evaluation questions

1. How would you rate this activity?
   5 = Excellent; 1 = Very Poor

2. Did you feel that this webinar’s objectives were met?
   • Participants can reflect on the Learning Collaborative 4
   • Participants understand and share details of the DY8 Timeline
   • Participants know next steps in the appeals process

3. Please provide suggestions on how to improve this educational session.